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differential

counting H~ particles

cross sections for the

with a proportion.1 counter,the

reaction Il(d,n)He?have been

measurd at laboratory angles from 16.5 degrees to

degrees to 95.0 degrees in center of mass system),

energy of 10.3

section id 4.5
-27 2

x 10 cm at..
. .

By detezmdmhg

Afev. h the center of mass system,

x 10=7 cm2 at 90

about 45 degrmt

the neutron yield

382 degrees (39.3

for an incident deuteron

the dtfferentj.alcross

degrees, decreasing to a minimum of 23

and rising steeplyAt lovferam-les.

63 62
wi+~ Cu (n,2n)Gu detector% the dif-

; ferential cross section at zero degrees 3.sfound to be about five times

that at 90 degrees (center of mass).

.——
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CRCSS SEETION .4SA F’UWTION OF AN2LE FOR THE D(d,n)He3

REAC’1’ION F~ 10 MEV BOMEMRDIl#JDllJTEROW

I. Jntroductioq

Since the discovery of the D+ D +He~ + n reaction ~ Olipha.nt,

Hart-k, d Rutherfonl
1

, a numbex Of

----- ----- . . . . . -----

1. OILphant, Harteck, end Rutherford,
692 (1%4).

investigations
2-n

of &o jrLeM

----- z. ----- . . . . .

Proc. Roy. Sot. (Lotion)A&&

2. Way, Coon, d E. R. Graves, Phjm. Rev. ~, 101 (1946) ●

3. Bennett, ?dandevilte,and Richafis, Phys. Ruv. Q, Q8 (194.6).

i. H. T. Rick?ds, Phys. Rev. ~, 167 (1942).

5. R. Idenburg and M. H. Kaniier,Phys. Rev. ~, 91J.(193’7).

6. Amaldi, Hafs’md, and Tuve, Phys. Rev. ~, 8% (1937).

7. R. B. RobertS, Phys. Rev. & 810 (1937)..

8. R. Lederhurg and R. B. Roberts, Phys. Rev. ~, 1.190(1936).

9. T. W. Bonner and N. M. Brubahw, WS. WV. ~, 19 (1936).

10. Kempton, Broune, ml l&asdwp, Proc. Roy. SOC. (balm) ~, 386

(1936) .

----

and the

D. Abxopoubs, Helv. Phys. Acts & 601 (1935).

----- ----- ----- “---- ------ . . . . . --

angular distribution of the products have been made for bombarding

energies below five WV. The earliar measurements on the angular dlstrl-
.

butlo~ were made at zero and 90 degrees to the beam direction d the dU-

ferentid cross section in the center of mass system was fitted to a
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(1+ A(E) COSz

of angles for

----- . .

e) law. This

the competing
,,

----- --

12. Elretscher,Mmoh, and

law has been feud to hold
u-l?

at a number

reaction, D+ D4H3-PH1.

----- GZ--- ----- -w-- ----

sew, I&I. T&. ~ 815 (1943).

13. Mamxlmg, Huntoon, Myers, azxiYoung, Phys. Rav. & 371 (1942).

14. Huntoon, Ellett, Bayley, ad van Allen, l%ys. Rev. ~, 97 (1940).

15. H. Neuert, F%gsik. Zeits. ~, 890 (1938).

16. H. Neuert, Fbysilc.Zeiti. ~, lJ?2(1937).

17. K. D. Alexopoulos, Helv. Phys. Acts ~, 513 (1935).

--.--- e. -.. ------ ------- --c.-- ------ --

For the D(d,n)He3 branch of the reaction in the bombardhg energy

M-19
region above one km, more recent work snows that terms up to c0s$’9

----- ----- ----- ----- ----- .-s-- ----- --a

18. Blair, Freier, Iampi, Sleator$ and ~flliams, pbys. Rev, u, 1599 (1948).

19. G. T. Hunter ad H. T. RiCk’dS, Bull. Am. Phys. Sot. ~, No. 7, ~ ,,(1948).

------ ------

must ‘be included in the

as a function of angle.

------- -----

----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -

Fowzhr expansion of the differential cross seotion

Konopinski and Teller 20 have formed a qualitative

----- ----- .- ”-- ----- ---z- -

20. E. J. Konopinski SM E. Teller, Phys. Rev. ~ ~ (19f&3).

- . . . . . . -. -”-- ------ ------ ------ ------ -

theory of the anggar variation ~f this reaction showing how A(E) (the

ooefficLent of the first term of the Fourim exq?ansion)should change with

the energy of the bombarding deuterons.

For bombarding energies abovs five Mev, very little experimental.

.
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or theoretical research has been done on this reaction. Preliminary work

ti this labmatory at 10 WV aver limited angular range has been pretious3y

reported. 21 The thick target yield of neutrons from this reaction has been

----- .- -------- -------- -------- -------

21. Cwtis, Rosen, and Fowl=, pm. Rev. ~, @ (1943).

------ ----- ----- ----- ----- ---c. ----- ----

22
obtained with 10 M deutarcma.

------ ------ ------ ------ ------- ------ ---

22. L H. Smith ad P. G. Kmger, Phys. Rw. ~, =58 (1948).

----- ----- ------ ----- ------ ----- ----- ----

The present expez5ment consists of babrding a thin deuterium gas

target with 10 Mev deuterons from the Los Alamos 42 @h cyclotron ad counting

the number of reaction particlw which come off at various angles per coulomb

of beam current. From these values ad the geometry of the syst~ the cUX-

ferentid cross section is calculated. Since the cyclotron does not hold

the energy of the deutorons cons’~t {see Table 11),this energy is measured

at frsquent intervsls d all date corrected to 10.3 WV. For cater of

XULU3Sq@s larger than 39 dqPeEW the ~~ P@icl~ were c~~ted W mm of

a proportional cuter. For zero degrees the neutrons from the reaction were

counted Mirectly by measuring the 10 minute activity produced in copper -

foils by a CU63{n,2n)Cu& reaction. The essential results of this research

23
have been reported in a Letter to the Fditor h the P@icsl. llevi~

.-

23.

--

------ ------ ------ ------ ------

Erickmn, Fowler, ad Stcvall.,phys. Rev. ~, W (1949).

z-.-- . ..-. ----- ----- ----- - -’---

----- -

----- -

——.—
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11. A~Parat~

The equipment used in this experiment

as that described by Curtis, Fowler, and Rosen.

------- ------- -------

2& Curtis, Fowler, ami Rosen, R-. SOL.

----- ----

of the apparatus is

the focusing magnet

----- ----- -

shown in Fig. 1. The

and thmce into a Sk

---

inst.

---

was, h general, tha same

24 The general outline

----- ----- ---

~ 3% (1949)● “

-------- ------

10 WV deuteron beam passes from

foot length of six inch diameter

tubing. Gold defining slits,together tith an anti-scattering slit in this

+ 0.6 degrees as it enters the 1/4 inch diametertubing,collimate the beam to -

mica window of the gas target. In order to cut down on background due to

neutroq and also to confine the source of

targets were designed as short as possible

that the volume defined by the slit of the

neutrons (Seotion IV) the gas

consistent with the condition

comter not include any material

being bombarded by the deuteron beam except the deuteri.m gas. Rutherfofi

scattering in the front mica window of the target was small for 10 Mev

deuterons; the measured effective spread of tha beam after passhg through

the window was ticreased from ~ 0.6 degrees to t 0.8 degrees; less than one

deuteron in 105 in the beam was scattered at such an angle as to strike the

target wall in front of the proportional counter slit system. After passhg

through the gas targe~the beam entered the Faraday cage which was used

with a current integrator to monitor the be-. The cage co[.ddbe moved to

allow the beam to continue to the analyzing magnet for energy mess.krements.

The slit system defining theHe3 particles consisted of a 1/8

imh vertical slit attached to the target immediately h front of the
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target window ad a 1/8 inch hole in

there was nothing between the target

the proportional counter. Stice

and an absorber foil immdiateQ

in front of the counter to produce scattering of particles tito the

counter (Fig. l), an ant.i-scatterhg slit betweqn the target and

the counter was unmcessarye Reaction volume and solid angle cslculationa

were made in essentially the same

ldmon md Plain. 25 Pulses from

---- ---- ---- ----

manner as suggested by Herb, Kbrst, Par-

the proportional counter were fed to a

----- ----- - ----- -m--

25, Herb, Kerat, ParkinBon, ad Plain, P~s. Rev. 55, 998 (1939).—

---- ---- ---- ---- ----- ----- ----- - ---- --

linear ampl.flierand thence to a ten chmunel pulse amplitude analyzer from

which the data were recorded.

In an effort to improve “theeffective resolution of the propor-

tional counter, several additions aml improvements were made to tie

equipment desqribed by Curtis, Fowler, ad Rosen. 24 The most import.

of these was the addition of a selsyn controlled foil system mounted on

the reaction chamber lid so that one hundred combhations of foil thick-

nesses were available for slowing down the reaction particles to make

the ends of their paths lie in the counter.

redesigned with a 0.005 Inch collecting wire

center of the counter. A palladium leak was

system in order to improve the purity of the
b

The proportional counter ,yas

offset 1/4 inch from the

added to the target filling

deuteriwu in the target.

The besn spraad end position was measured ~ using the propor-

tional counter, with a lj$ inch diameter entrance window, as an ionization

chamber (with about one atmosphere of argon ~ressure ad minus 135 volts

*



---

on the center wire). Thie counter was set at various positions near

zero degrees and the amounl,of ionization (h hence the beam strength) was

obtained as a function of angle. Since the bem was defined by a 1/4 inch

diameter diaphragm at the position of the target entranca window (Fig. 1),

d since the distances involvsd mere known, it was possible to calculate

the angular spread of the beam from this measurement. The measurement was

repeated after the te.rgetwas ti

effect of the two mica windows.

The current integrator

by thermocouple, the temperature

place in order to determine the scattering

and Faraday cage were checked by measuring,

rise of an 83 gram piece of copper faced

with 15 griumsof gold which was placcxlin the beam just in front of the

Farad~y cage. The beam was monitored by the He3 particles from the

D(d,n)He3 reaction which had in tnrn been calibrahd agahst the current

integrator. From the temperature rise of the block wNe it was in the

beam, the specific heat of the block, and from the beam energy, the total

charga striking the block was computed and compared with the charge indi-

3cated by the He particles passing through the counter. Results of this

test Idicate agreement between these two measurements within tbme percent.

III. D$sttibution of He3 Parti~

The prooadure usti in tAcing the primmy data was quite similar

for all these points. At the beginning of eachday of operation the ten

channel amplitude analyzer was calibrated agahst an automatically variable

pulse generator; the current titegrator was calibr.~tedagainst known

constant leakage cuments; and the target and counter were flushed and

refilled with fresh gas. The counter voltage WHS adjusted to give a gas

multiplication of’ten. When a usable cyclotron beam was obtained, the
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absorber fo~,l,sin front of the co!unberwere adjusted to give the bmt

He3 penk cm the ten channel analyzer and the ampllfier gain was set to

cauoe this pe:..kto occur at a convenient position on the analyzer. l?hen

tkeke adjustments hnd been complet~ a data run was made, usually cons-

isting of

coulombs).

about 128 c’urrontintegrator comts (i.e., about u micro-

The raw dati.consisted of the number of pulses recorded in

each channel of the ten channel pulse amplitude analyzer ard the number

of current integr~tor count~ obtwimd~ The cydl.otronbeam was such that

a normal run usually requird about t~~ominutes. On the completion of a

da~.~run, the absorber foil wheds wers adjusted so that they would com-
.

3
pletely stop the He particles md a baclcgroundrun wns m~ida. Immediately

after such a se: of runs (and without turniw off the cyclotron), the

Faraday cade was mov,sdand the euer~ of the ba.anwas measumd by means of

magnetic deflection.

1
Figures 2A and 2B give tyyi~al distribution of’pulses from the

proportional co’mter as obtained during datr.inns. By Comparison C)fthe

pulse amplitude!!with pulses from plutonium alpkm, one detmxlms that b

the peaks are

3
He particzaa

-. “*----

duo to doubly chargd particlas. That $he peak= are due tW

from the raaction D+I)- .>He3+n 43.3 Mev26 is demonstrated

-“..- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ----- ---.-

26. H. V. Argo, F]~S. Rc~. & 32$$3 (~;ti) . *

\
------ ------ . . . . . . ------ ------ -. *--- -

by the amount of absorber, between ths counter and the target, required to

obtain maximum peak height @ best resolut.tonfrom background. ‘l!hedr

equivalent of the absorbers plus the mica windows and gas in the target @

f
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counter corresponded to the expected

For laboratory angles from

,’!1
,,

j.,)~i

,,, ,,, ,

range of the H# particles.
;,’~,!, .
!, 1,,‘!, ,

16.5 degrees to 32.0 bgree~the lW I,,,’;,

energy tail of the distribution is of the order of one percent of the
!,,,,’,,,
,,,, ,
,,

meximum peakas in Fig. 2A. Near 4.0degrees to the ham, where the rauge

3of the He particles approaches the air equivalent of the mica windows,

the resolution of the peak is not as complete

curves wed to obtab the data in this report

than L? percent of the peek.

(Fig. 2B). For all the

the low energy taiJ.was less
I

I ,,,

The curves similar to Fig. 2A provide hf’ormation on the possib12t,ty

3
of excited states of the He nucleus. The width of the ndnimum btween the

peak W background sets a lindt to the energy region in which no seconda$y

H03 peak exists (at least to one part in forty compared to the meSmHe3

peak). From the energy of the main H+ group which is lost h the counter,

one can calculate the energy of a group which would fall in the minimm

between the ~ak and backgroumi. Table I gives a surmnaryof the results

of this analysis. columns one and two give, respectively, the laboratory

eagle and the energy of the He3 particles

gives the energy region corresponding the

be deteoted if they were present. Column

iii the main peak. Column three

the minimum in which peaks could

four gives the limits of the

excitation levels of the He3 nucleus which would

in the energy region tabulated in column three.
4

not found, the interpretation of Table I is: at

are no energy levels, detectable by this method,

be requird to give groups

Since these groups were

the angles listed there

above the ground state of

the He3 nucleus between the limits listed b column four.

The total number of counts in the He? peak per coulomb of beam

,,‘1.!’

!’ .:

I “i
:,

[,i,

‘,,

..!
,,

.,

‘r’;,
,,

,,
1, I

,’”

4,

.,
,,,

,“
,,,,

i’

,’
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current (conscted for backgrouml as mentioned above), together with

geometrical factors, and the pressure ad temperature of the gas in the

target, allows one to calculate the differential cross seotion of the

D(d,n)He3 reaction at the various angles at which date were taken. Table

II gives a summary of the results. Column one gives the angle defined by

the slit system between the He3 particles and the deuteron beam. The

maximum angular spread defhed by the slits d counter window is ill

degrees for angles near 40 degrees ard is i 1.3 degrees for angles near .-.

20 degrees. The effective angular spread of thedeuteron beam including

Rutherford scattering of the deuterons in the front window of the tirget

is ~0.8 degrees. Rutherford scatter- of the He3 particles by the mica

windows in the side port adds to the angular spread. This scattering was

calculated for the foils axrlenergies involved. Near 20 degrees only

about three percent of the He3 particles were scattered betwee~ one d

two degrees by the mica. Beoause the energy of the HE? particles is less

near 40 degrees about nine percent are scattered between one and two deg-

rees in this angular region. Such scattering introduces a negligible

error in the differential cross section, providing the cross section does

not vary rapidly over angular intervals of about two degrees. TMs fol-

lows from the fact that, under the above conditions, as many particles are

scattered Mm the counter as are scattered out of It.

Column two of Table II records the deuteron beam energy as

meastmd tiect~ after data and background runs as desoribed above. While

the accuracy of this measurement is about two percent, relative measurements

are good to abut one pement so that an appreciable part of the variation

)
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of the energy (given in Cohlxl two) is real. TILisvariation hfi.sbeen

correlated w.tthchanges in the cyclotron such as oscillator froquenoy, etc~

The measumd differential crass section for production of’He3 by

th8 D(d,n]He3 rawti.on is givan ix!column three. TM.S is the cross s~t~f~~

psr unit solid angle, in units of M “26cn?o Since notwomawrement,s.t

the sa.qe angle were taken on the same day, the data appear to be very

reproducible under dii%ereng conditions. The stat~~tical error @qX3Ct/ed

from the nnm’w?rof counts in ench run ~s about one percent or less. For

most of the runs the error immlvad in estimating the beckgraznd is less

th(anone percent$ altho’ughfor ths runs near

as Mrge as t.hxm ;erceut, Tha error in the.

tho erro: in measurement of the angle to the

The Far~dny cage measimwmnt of the deuteron

38 degrees the error mRy be

geometrical factor (including

beam) is nbout two percent.

current is possibly in error

by two pemwt. The ckux.kof the bwm currant discussed in~ectim XI

agrees to alxmt this accuracy when the error of the energy moasuremmt is

taken i,nb considerate.cn. TrmtLng the ez’ror~as rmdom, the estimxted

accumulatti st~ndard error in the f&m’es in column three is about four

percant over most of’the range. Neay 4.0degrees +Aase errors may be

abouu six percent.. I’nodifferential cross section as measured is the

average value over an ~q~l,ar region of about ~ two t!egreesin the labo-

ratory Systam. Thus$ if this differential cross section variea rapidly

ovor an finggar region of this size the variatian will not be resolved.

xv. Neutrons at Zero Degrees... ..

The differential cross mcl.ion of the D(d,n)He3 ree.ctiontfor

tha case in which the nmtron emerges at ZW.’G degrees to the direction
$
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of the deuteron beam, was reassured@ allowing the neutrons to irradiati

copper foils, and by means of Geiger counters, determining the number of

copper atoms so activated. The deuteron beam was motitored by counting

H3 particles with the prcq)ortionalcounter. The copper

half life of ten minutes ad is produced by the reaction

Two separate runs were made with deuterium in the tar~et

hydrogen.

which WSS

The latter run was made to corrwt for bck~roti neutron flux

fcnuxlto be about 14 percent at zero degrees.

62The Cu activity has been produced elsewhere in this laboratory

by a known flux

----

27. R.

----

flux of

---

*
28. J.

----

activity has a

62c~63(n,2n)GU .

ad one mn with

----

of lftMev

---- -

27
neutrom’ and with the cyclctron by a known

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

W. Davis and D. D. Phillips, Private Communication.
*

----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- .-

28
neutrons from the threshold to 1.2.6 WV. Gomb~ this

/,
----- ----. ---- ---- “--- ---- ---- ----

L. Fowler ad *T.M. Slye, Bull. Am. Phys. Soo. ~, No. 4., U (1949).

---- ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

info~mation it is possible to estimate the activation cross section for 13.3

Mev neutrons (obtained with the present set up) and henca arrive at an

estimte of the flux of the DFD neutrons at zero degrees.

an intercalibration of the various Geiger counters used in

measurements. This calibration was carried out by usbg a

This involved

the different

standard thermal

neutron flux to produce five minuie Cua by the Cu65(n,r)Cu& reaction,

which activity was counted on the various Geiger counters. The beta-ray

from the Cu% has about the same energy as the beta-my from Cu&- (2.6 Mev).
29

.— . .— —
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29. J. Matteuch, Nuclear ?hysics Tables, Inter Science Publishers.
*

----- ----- ----- ----- -.--a ----- ---- ----

US- this method of detecting neutron flu, one obta~ an

3
estimate for the D(d,n)H& cross section at zero degrees. This valu9 is not

vary accurate, ma.hly because of the unreliability of the estimate of the

63activation cross section of the Cu at 13.3 Mm, which may be in error by

30 percent. The result, translated into differential cross section, is

plotted inllg, 3.

v. conclusions

The data given in Tabls 11 have been plotted as a function of

beam ensrgy and from this family of curves the cro~.ssectims for 1S).3 Mev

beam energy obtained. These values of the differential cross section

(correctedfor the intensity per unit solid angle in the laboratory system

compared to the intensity per unit solid angle in the center of mass system)

have been plotted in Fig. 3 as’a function of angle in the center of mass

system. The measurements, when translated to the ceter of mass angles,

extend from 39.3 de=greesto 95.0 degrees. Below 39.3 de=greesthe dotted curve

indicates a rough extrapolation on the basis of neutron measurements usipg

@the Cu63(n,2n)Cu threshold detector as explained in Section IV. The

symmetry of the reaction in the center of mass system makes the curve in

Fig. 3 symmetrical about 90 degrees. The data in Fig. 3, the d~ferential

cross section as a funcbion of angla in the canter of mass system, has been

analyzed, by least squnres, in terms of normalized Legendre polynomials of

even order. The result is:

V = 7.I.3P&3.29 P2*4.= P4+l.83 P6 ~0.18P8

—.
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in millibars. The last term is about @Aual to the estimated uncertainty

in the dab.

Prel~ measurements made over a somewhat limited angular

21
region and wit} much less precision gave values of the differential

cross section of 3.5 X

Fig. 3 for angles near

measurements, however,

W-27cm2 in rough agreement with the results of

90 degrees in the center of mass system. These

did not extend over a large enough angular regicn

nor were they precise enough to detect the minimum which shows Up in ~.

3 nor the maximum at zero degrees (center of mass system). This minimum

h the differential cross section curve begins to appear at bombanlbg

18
energies of 2.5 Mev and is very pronounc~ at 3.5 M-* The total cross

section obtained ~ integrating the c-e of Fig. 3 over the entire SOl~

4angle is Oom x 10 cm2. The steep rise in the cross section below

@ degrees makes the total cross section somewhat higher than the value
b

-a ~ 21
repmtsd earlier (0.04 x 10 cm-) which was obtained from dfiferentiel

cross section measured h

90 degrees.

energy curve
●

We

group at Los

The value of

extrapolated

\

the more or less flat region of the cume near

-24 20.07 x 10 cm fits the cross section versus

1s
from measurements which a%end to 3.5 M---

**%***

wish to acknowledge the assistance of members of the cyclotron

Alsnos who helped run the c;~clotronwhile the data for this

expertient were being taken. We wish to thank Dr. J. H. Williams for his

aid in instdllng the palladium leak, ~.ndfor several helpful suggestions

relative to this problem.

9

—
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TABLE I

.-.

Lab Angle
be ween
H!3 E@ Beam

31.4°

26.7°

22.4°

19.5°

16.5°

Energy f
3

Euergy Region Limit of
Main H Peak Reqti-ed He3

MEW H Excit4tim3 I@rds
Mev to fall in c 031Rln3

——

7.4 4.8 -6,8 3.s - 0.9

8.6 4.8 -7.7 4.5 - 1*O

9.1 7J - 8.7 3.2- 0.9

9.6 7.7 -9.2 3.2- 0.9

lo,~ 7.8 - 8.7 3.8 -2.6

,

. .



Iab Angle
Degrees

16.5

16.5

19.5

19.5

22.4

22.4

26.7

26.7

29.2

29.2

31.4

31.8

35.9

35.9

35.9

38.2

38.2

3$.3
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TABLE II

Enerw of
Deuterons

Mev

—.

10.0

10.2

9.9

10.3

lil.o

10.3

10.5

10.6

1o.4

.10.5

10.1

9.’?

9.8

10.2

9.’?

lo*~

10.3

Diffe]
ection

2cm

?entialC
hlIas

5X1O-6

1.55

1.54

1o12

1.13

1.33

.1.3?

1.90

1.91

2*IJ

2.1#4

2.17

2.21

2*22

2.16

2.13

1.98

2.04

2.18

ros3
ystela
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CAFTTON5 FCR FU331LE3

Fig. 1 - ~paratus assembly.

Fig. 2 - Distribution of pulses from proportional counter due

to He3 particles. Curve A is for H# particles which

make an angle of 16.5 degrees with the deuteron k-.

Curve B is for He3 particles which make an angle of

3S.2 degrees with the deuteron be- The crosses

reprasent the ba~~ound obtained by stopping the

;,-. “ He3 particles before they reach the counter.

F,ig.3 - Deferential cross section of D(d,n)He3 reaction in

center of mass system.
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